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ROLLCALL 

Approved Minutes 
Special Meeting of the 

AC TRANSIT RETIREMENT BOARD 
January 10, 2014 

Chair Jeffrey Lewis called the meeting to order at 12:04 PM 

Staff Report 14-041 

Members Present: Lewis Clinton, Davis Riemer, Joyce Willis, Chair Jeffrey Lewis, and 
Vice Chair Yvonne Williams,-- 5 

Absent at Roll Call: None 
Members Absent: None 

Also Present: Hugo Wildmann, Retirement System Manager; Adelle Foley, Retirement 
System Administrator; Russell Richeda, Legal Counsel; (the following individuals were 
at part of the meeting) H.E. Christian Peeples, District Board Liaison; David Wolf, AC 
Transit General Counsel; Carolyn Smith, and Kevin Novak, NEPC; Tom Hickey, Outside 
Counsel (by phone); Lisa Stanton of GMO and Catherine LeGraw (by phone) of GMO; 
Tom Rose ofBlackRock and Brian Miller (by phone) ofBlackrock. 

PUBLIC COMMENTS 

None 

CONSENT CALENDAR 

MOTION: WILLIAMS/CLINTON to adopt the Consent Calendar. (5-0-0-0) 

Ayes: 

Noes: 
Abstain: 
Absent: 

APPROVED 

Members Clinton, Riemer, and Willis, Vice Chair Williams, and Chair 
Lewis-- 5 
None 
None 
None 

A. Approval of Minutes for December 17, 2013. 

APPROVED 

B. Approval ofFinancials for November 2013 
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APPROVED 

C. Approval oflnvoices in the Amount of$17,037.30 

APPROVED 

D. Approval of Retirements for February 2014 

2. Willie Bonner #795- Term Vested 

APPROVED 

REGULAR CALENDAR 

E. Approval of Retirements for January and February 2014: 
With conditions, if any: 

1 Andrew Galindo 
2 Janet Jackson 

3 Clinton Shipp, Jr. 
4 Brenda Jones 

#80609 (January) 
#40555 (February) Contingent upon completion of 
Benefit Option form in January. 
#31988 (January) 
#32095 (February)-- Contingent upon completion of 
Benefit Option form in January. 

MOTION: RIEMER/WILLIAMS to approve the four retirements listed above 
effective January and February 2014, subject to the conditions as stated. (5-0-0-0) 

The Board congratulated retiree Andrew Galindo 41 years of service, retiree Clinton 
Shipp for 29 years of service, and retiree Janet Jackson for 25 years of service. 

F. Rescission of Retirement of Aubrey Johnson 

Adelle told the Board that Mr. Johnson had withdrawn his application for a January 1, 
2014 retirement, which the Board had approved at the December 2013 meeting. 

MOTION: WILLIAMS/CLINTON to rescind Board approval of Aubrey Johnson for 
a Service Retirement effective January 1, 2014. (5-0-0-0) 

(Several Agenda Items were taken out of order to accommodate outside presenters.) 

(Carolyn Smith, NEPC joined the Board for Agenda Items G through S.) 
(Kevin Novak, NEPC joined the Board for Agenda Items N through P) 

N. Crescent Direct Lending Review 
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Hugo reminded the Board that they had been considering a private debt investment 
for some time. When the Board hired NEPC the Board liked NEPC's approach of 
diversifYing the fund away from its equity focused asset allocation. NEPC has 
promoted private debt as one possibility. Hugo mentioned that the Board would have 
to decide whether to invest in the Crescent Fund in the first quarter of 2014 as the 
Fund would close to new investments at that time. 

Carolyn told the Board that the NEPC team had proposed three potential private debt 
managers, and Crescent had made an educational presentation in June, regarding a 
non-leveraged fund. As of September two of the three funds had closed, leaving 
Crescent. She added that NEPC did not have any other private debt recommendation 
at this time that are non-leveraged and lend in the U.S. 

Chair Lewis asked if the increase in competition would make it harder for Crescent to 
achieve its anticipated 7-8% returns. Kevin said that they projected an 8% return in 
2014, and Carolyn added that NEPC had reviewed the loans made by the Crescent 
team. Carolyn noted that about 1/3 ofthe funds were already committed. AC Transit 
would invest about 2.5% of the plan, or about $13 million. 

Hugo referred to a table showing the potential impact of a variety of possible returns 
achieved by the investment in Crescent. He also pointed out that Crescent locks up 
investments for a number of years, so it would be expected to return a premium 
compared to fixed income funds. The advantage of an investment in Crescent is 
improved diversification, and the expected reduction in volatility and risk. He noted 
that the worst outcome would be to lose the principal, while a lower return would be a 
less serious issue. He added that we should discuss where the funds for Crescent 
would come from. 

(Tom Hickey, outside Legal Counsel, joined the Board, by phone, for Agenda Item 0.) 

0. Review of Crescent Legal Documents 

Counsel Richeda referred to Tom Hickey's memorandum regarding Proposed 
Investment in Crescent Direct Lending Fund, dated January 2, 2014, included in the 
Board material. He told the Board that the only real concern he took from the 
document would be the possibility that the AC Transit Retirement fund might not 
receive equal opportunities to invest in Crescent's loans. 

Tom told the Board that his work with Orange County's retirement board had already 
addressed AC Transit's potential concerns, and side letters addressed questions of 
reporting and responsibility to the fund, and AC Transit as an investor. He noted that 
Crescent is an SEC Registered Investment Advisor. 

Responding to a Board question, Tom explained that an advisory board monitors the 
fairness of the allocation if opportunities among investors, and insures that there is no 
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conflict of interest. Chair Lewis asked Tom for the names of those on the advisory 
board. Tom agreed to provide the information. 

Hugo cited the risks associated with a direct lending investment as: low quality loans; 
a negative economic enviromnent; and fraud. Tom added a fourth risk, how the loans 
are originated and sold to the fund. In the case of Crescent, an affiliated entity 
originated the loans. However, Crescent is familiar with the loans, most of the loans 
are sold into the fund, (whereas other affiliates sell to a variety of funds) and Crescent 
can refuse to buy an individual loan. 

The Board thanked Tom for his work on this issue. 

(Tom left the discussion at this point.) 

P. Investment Decision on Crescent 

Board members discussed their reaction to the investment in Crescent and the legal 
protections that Tom had discussed. 

MOTION: RIEMER/CLINTON to move forward with the investment in Crescent, 
including development of a side letter as spelled out by Tom Hickey. Tom Hickey will 
review the contract. The investment will be 2.5% of the fund. ( 4-1-0-0) Member Willis 
dissented. 

(Chair Lewis called a recess at 1:10PM.) 

(The meeting reconvened at 1 : 17 PM.) 

I. Review of Global Tactical Asset Allocation (GT AA) Managers 

Carolyn referred to NEPC's Global Tactical Asset Allocation (GTAA) review, 
included in the Board material. She noted that the reasons presented to choose this 
asset class -additional diversification, asset rotation, better performance when other 
managers are down, better risk/return profile, and reasonable fees - are the same as 
those NEPC cited when they were hired three years ago. The Board had accepted 
NEPC's recommendation to hire several firms, with difference approaches. Carolyn 
described the Plan's three GTAA managers as follows: 

• GMO allocates to areas that are undervalued based on a belief in 
reversion to the mean; 

• BlackRock is the most aggressive manager and builds the portfolio 
stock by stock; and 

• PIMCO places more emphasis on risk aversion. Its allocation is 
very different from GMO and BlackRock. 

(Lisa Stanton joined the discussion of Agenda Item J and Catherine LeGraw joined the 
discussion by phone.) 
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J. Presentation by GMO (GTAA) 

Lisa told the Board that GMO's Global Asset Allocation Fund managed $15 billion in 
assets and dated back to the 1980's. The multi-asset funds differed from the 
benchmark, which had 65% in equities and 35% in US equities. She noted that 
GMO's 12.5% return for 2013 underperformed the benchmark's 13.6% due to their 
underweight in domestic equities, which they consider overvalued. 

She stressed that the portfolio is managed to avoid the permanent impairment of 
capital. They do well when markets are lagging and lag when markets are strong. 

Catherine told the Board that their process begins with allocations based on forecasts 
by asset class, followed by selection of individual securities. They focus on the long 
term and often buy when others sell. They consider overpaying a great risk and can 
be in and out of stocks before other managers. GMO forecasts real returns over a 
seven-year period - the time frame for the linear mean reversion. The forecasts are 
updated monthly. The latest return forecasts from GMO expect high-quality stocks to 
have a real return of 2.3%, emerging market stocks 3.4%, while large and small cap 
returns are negative. GMO's portfolio is made up of attractively-priced stocks of 
high-quality companies with low debt. Their underweight in US equities and their 
overweight in international value and emerging markets contributed to their 
underperformance. 

Member Riemer told the Board that there is no theoretical basis to expect success in 
an investment strategy that selects individual stocks based on forecasts and times their 
purchase and sale. Catherine stated that GMO does not use short-term forecasts, but 
bases their forecasts on mean reversion. They stress value over the long term, and do 
not consider themselves market timers. In response to Hugo's questions Catherine 
told the Board that they should expect underperformance as long as the market goes 
up. 

(Tom Rose joined the discussion of Agenda Item K and Brian Miller joined the 
discussion by phone.) 

K. Presentation by BlackRock (GT AA) 

Brian told the Board that that their fund provides competitive returns with one third 
less risk than an equity portfolio. BlackRock returned 14.7% in 2013, the highest of 
AC Transit's three GTAA managers, and 100 basis points above the benchmark. The 
fund is highly diversified with access to many asset classes, and holds 700 securities 
in 40 countries. BlackRock seeks to avoid permanent loss of capital. They hedge 
exposure to the Yen. 

Their approach is both top down and bottom up. During 2013 they were over
weighted to Japanese stock and underweighted to the Yen as well as fixed income. 
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Their returns were reduced by holdings of gold-related securities and longer-dated 
Treasuries. Looking ahead to 2014, BlackRock expects to hold fewer equities, but 
they see cyclical sectors as attractive. They expect to reduce the weight of US 
holdings and move to cheaper European stocks. 

(Chair Lewis called a recess at 2:52 PM.) 

(The meeting reconvened at 2:56PM.) 

(Mark Romano ofPIMCO and John West of Research Affiliates joined the discussion of 
Agenda Item L.) 

L. Presentation by PIMCO (GTAA) 

Mark explained that PIMCO's All Asset Fund is composed of PIMCO mutual funds. 
The return in 2013, net of fees, was 0.8%. John told the Board that PIMCO's 
allocation program protects the portfolio when inflation becomes an issue. The 
allocation includes core stocks, core bonds and the third pillar - diversifiers. He 
called attention to a chart presenting the correlation of returns to inflation by asset 
class. 

Mark told the board that PIMCO's benchmark is the CPI plus 5% and it had achieved 
that goal over time. The "third pillar had preformed as well as stocks over the last 40 
years and better over the last 5-7 years. As of November 2013 PIMCO's All Asset 
Funds held almost no US stocks. 

Looking ahead to 2014, John characterized PIMCO's strategy as value-oriented 
contrarian investing. He stressed the importance of emerging markets, where equities 
are cheaper, bond rates are higher and the younger workforce can be expected to 
generate economic growth. 

M. Role of GTAA Managers in our Asset Allocation 

Carolyn stressed that taken together the three GT AA managers serve to reduce 
volatility and risk, and reducing the volatility would improve the stability of the 
pension contribution from year to year She added that it is not clear what would 
replace this asset class if the Board decided to discontinue it's holdings. 

Member Riemer reiterated his mistrust of the GTAA strategy because it lacks a 
theoretical foundation. The Board discussed protecting the Plan against risk, 
projecting the future, and the lessons of history. 

R. NEPC Work Plan 

Carolyn said that she would discuss asset allocation, incorporating the NEPC 
projections, in February, with and without the GT AA asset class. Member Riemer 
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asked for the NEPC 2014 outlook and capital market assumptions a week prior to the 
February meeting. 

G. Investment Performance Update 

Carolyn referred to the NEPC Investment Market Update, as of December 31, 2013, 
included in the Board Package. She pointed out that at the end of 2013 the fund had 
assets of $548 million, and returned 15% during the year. Hugo told the Board that 
he bet that these results will not be duplicated in 2014. The return outperformed both 
the Policy Index (index returns weighted by asset targets) and the Allocation Index 
(index returns applied to the actual allocation). Star performers Dodge & Cox, Sands 
and DF A returned over 40% and outperformed their benchmarks. 

Carolyn pointed out that international managers returned 21%, and Emerging Market 
equity managers ended the year on the positive side. Fixed income managers lost 
2.1% due to the increase in interest rates, although Loomis gained about 4%. Real 
Estate managers did well, and Global Asset Allocation managers gained about 9%, 
but underperformed their benchmark by 48 basis points. 

Member Clinton asked when the Board would have an indication of the impact of 
2013 returns on the Plan's unfunded liability. Hugo agreed to put this question on the 
February agenda, and to try to arrange for actuary Bob McCrory to be available. 

H. Asset Allocation and Rebalancing 

Hugo suggested that the Board wait until after the upcoming discussion of asset 
allocation to decide how to fund the potential investment in the Crescent Direct 
Lending Fund. 

Q. Custody Search Update 

Hugo told the Board that he had sent out the RFP for a custody bank. J.P. Morgan 
had declined to bid, but Hugo hoped that we would receive three bids. 

S. Calendar for 2014 

Chair Lewis told the Board that he would email Hugo when he was more certain of 
his availability for the February Board meeting. 

U. AB 1222, PEPRA and Plan Amendment 13-A-16 

Hugo reported that the contributions that had been collected from employees had 
been returned. These contributions were held by the District and returned by the 
District. He mentioned that he has met several times with David Wolf to discuss the 
next step(s) that need to be taken pertaining to Plan Amendment 13-A-16. 
Website 
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Hugo told the Board that the material for the website regarding the Retirement 
System is ready to post. He expects to bring the final element, a disclaimer, to the 
February Board meeting. 

V. Update on Calculation of Pension Benefit for Former Union Officer James Gardner 

Nothing to report. 

X. Retirement System Manager Report 
I. CALAPRS Advanced Principles of Pension Management for Trustees 

(Jan. 22- 24, UCLA) 
Member Riemer will attend that session. 

2. CALAPRS General Assembly (March 2-4, Palm Springs) 
Any interested Board Member should contact Hugo 

3. Legal Update Memo 
From Counsel Richeda on developments in San Jose and San Diego. 

4. Pension & Investments Article by Harvey Leiderman on Detroit Bankruptcy 
Regarding the question of applying the Detroit precedent in California. 

5. Report on Unfunded Liability 
Hugo told the Board that District Secretary Linda Nemeroff had informed him 
that District Board President, Greg Harper, had asked for a report on the 
Pension Plan's unfunded liability for the March 26 District Board Meeting. He 
added that President Harper had commented on the Retirement Board minutes at 
the January 8, 2014 District Board meeting, and that President Harper was 
quoted in the on-line Oakland Tribune as stating that the Retirement Plan was 
unsustainable. The Board asked Hugo to place Director Harper's questions and 
comments on the February Agenda. 

T. James Kyle Retirement Service Calculation 

Hugo referred to Counsel Richeda's January 7, 2014 Analysis of Service Credits by 
James Kyle, in the Board Package. When Mr. Kyle retired in September 2013 he 
received credit for his service through December 2005, his last day compensated. Mr. 
Kyle approached staff with a request that the service time used in his benefit 
calculation be increased to continue through August 2013, because he was on 
industrial injury leave. Mr. Kyle based his request on the collective bargaining 
agreement between the District and AFSCME Local 3916. Counsel Richeda 
concluded that Mr. Kyle's request should be denied because: I) the labor contract is 
not applicable to this issue and 2) Mr. Kyle's request is contrary to the Plan rules. 
Hugo added that the District believes that Mr. Kyle's service should be calculated 
through 2005, and AFSCME has not supported Mr. Kyle's request. 

MOTION: RIEMER/WILLIS to deny Mr. Kyle's request that his benefit be calculated 
using his service time through August 2013. (5-0-0-0) 

Y. (CLOSED SESSION) 
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I) Matters Relating to Personnel: Disability Applicants' and Disability Retirees' 
Medical Records (Government Code Section 54957; 65 Ops. Cal. Atty. Gen. 
412 (1982) 
a. Ansar Muhammad -- Occupational Disability 
b. Desiree Lambert - Occupational Disability 
c. James Kidd - Occupational Disability 
d. Gwendolyn Randle- Total and Permanent Disability 
e. Zakiya Mawusi- Occupational Disability 
f. Judith Aranda-Garcia- Total and Permanent Disability 
g. Aubrey Johnson- Total and Permanent Disability 
h. Brenda Walker- Occupational Disability 
1. Lynda Hill- Occupational Disability 

Public Employee Performance Evaluation 
(Government Code Section 54957) 
Title: Retirement System Manager 

Z. (RESUME OPEN SESSION) 

The Board did not go into closed session. 

STAFF COMMENTS 

None 

RETIREMENT BOARD COMMENTS 

None 

ATTORNEYS' REPORT 

None 

ADJOURNMENT 

MOTION: CLINTON/WILLIAMS to adjourn. (5-0-0-0) 
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